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The Hacker Ethic: A Radical Approach to the Philosophy of BusinessRandom House, 2002

	You may be a hacker and not even know it. Being a hacker has nothing to do with cyberterrorism, and it doesn’t even necessarily relate to the open-source movement. Being a hacker has more to do with your underlying assumptions about stress, time management, work, and play. It’s about harmonizing the rhythms of your creative work...
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Advances in Robot Control: From Everyday Physics to Human-Like MovementsSpringer, 2006
Robotics is still a young science, but we can already identify the people who defined its primary course of development. Suguru Arimoto is one of them. His early works laid the foundations of what nowadays is called modern robot control, and we believe it is both appropriate and necessary to write a book on recent advances in this field in the...
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Google Apps For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Google Apps are Web-based, low-cost (or free!) office productivity tools that do everything those expensive applications do — and you can access them from any computer with an Internet connection. Google Apps For Dummies boosts your "app-titude" by giving you the low-down on choosing, setting up, and using these nifty and...
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Macromedia Dreamweaver 8 RecipesMacromedia Press, 2005
Looking for timesaving ways to get frequently needed data-driven applications up and running? Look no further! In this book, you'll find a primer for using data sources to connect your Dreamweaver pages to a database. Lowery and Ott then provide step-by-step...
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Marketing Your Consulting Services : A Business of Consulting ResourcePfeiffer, 2003
"Elaine Biech keeps her promises. Just open Marketing Your Consulting Services to the preface, and you see that she promises practical. Then she immediately delivers— on the very same page! Flip to any page, and the same is true. That's a stunning achievement. And Elaine's advice works. I tried one of her first fourteen...
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Prototype to Product: A Practical Guide for Getting to MarketO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Product development is the magic that turns circuitry, software, and materials into a product, but moving efficiently from concept to manufactured product is a complex process with many potential pitfalls. This practical guide pulls back the curtain to reveal what happens—or should happen—when you take a product...
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Programming a Multiplayer FPS in DirectX (Game Development Series)Charles River, 2004
If you have experience with C++ and DirectX and have always wanted to program your own game, this is the book for you. Programming a Multiplayer FPS in DirectX takes you from the basic game design to a fully functioning game! All of the source code, assets, and tools are included?you just work through the tutorial-based chapters and watch the...
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PHP Object-Oriented SolutionsFriends of Ed, 2008
With the surge of popularity of PHP 5, and with PHP 6 just around the corner, Object-Oriented Programming is now an important consideration for PHP developers. This version-neutral book is a gentle introduction to Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) that wont overburden you with complex theory. It teaches you the essential basics of OOP that youll...
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Email Marketing: An Hour a DaySybex, 2008
This book is your guide to understanding the full marketing potential and impact that email can offer to you or your company. It strives to broaden your mind about the opportunities this amazing communication channel offers, and it provides ways to redefi ne the strategic uses of email as an effective marketing vehicle. And it also, we hope,...
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Idea Man: A Memoir by the Cofounder of MicrosoftPortfolio Hardcover, 2011

	By his early thirties, Paul Allen was a world-famous billionaire-and that was just the beginning. 

	

	In 2007 and 2008, Time named Paul Allen, the cofounder of Microsoft, one of the hundred most influential people in the world. Since he made his fortune, his impact has been felt in science, technology, business,...
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Mediating the Human Body: Technology, Communication, and FashionLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003
The increasing integration of the human body with technology is a topic that has
been attracting significant attention of late (for comprehensive reviews, see the
works of Fortunati, 1995, 1998, and Maldonado, 1992, 1997, 1998; see also Brooks,
2002; Hayles, 1999; Katz, 2003; Kurzweil, 2000; Moravec, 1999). Scholars, social...
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Java Game Programming for DummiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 1998
Online game design just got easier with Java Game Programming For Dummies, your all-in-one reference guide to writing cool, cutting-edge Internet games.    Java Game Programming For Dummies guides new and veteran game designers alike through the nuts and bolts of creating fun, user-friendly games that can be played...
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